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When the words fell, he raised his hand to jam Zoey Gu’s chin, and he was about to k!ss
Fangze.

Zoey Gu’s face was instantly cold.

The head tilted, the man’s lips brushed her delicate cheeks and landed firmly on her
neck.

Snapped!

Zoey Gu slapped Logan Fu’s face hard.

She paled with anger, her chest rising and falling, and her red eyes stared at Logan Fu,
gritted her teeth.

“I really treat you as a friend, a benefactor, thank you, and trust you. Logan Fu, what do
you think of me?”

Zoey Gu questioned and sneered abruptly.

“That’s right, a playboy like you who reads countless women, women are in your eyes,
that’s all.”

“It’s okay if you don’t help me, but please don’t humiliate me. If I can’t get out, I can wait
and keep waiting.”

One day, Liam Lu will definitely discover her existence!

Zoey Gu finished speaking in one breath, turned around and left!

Logan Fu squinted his eyes, Zoey’s face was green, and there seemed to be an injured
look flashing in her scarlet eyes.

After a long while, he bowed his head and talked to himself, half laughing.

“I look so like a playboy? I finally tried to get someone, but it became a humiliation…”

Next second.

Just as Zoey Gu walked to the door, before raising her foot, he suddenly heard a “plop”
behind him.

As soon as sshe turned his head, Logan Fu’s tall body suddenly fell back heavily!

“Logan Fu!”



Zoey Gu’s face changed, and she turned and ran over without thinking.

As soon as her hand touched Logan Fu’s body, he immediately retracted it like a spring.

So hot!

He has a fever!

Hearing the movement, the men who were carrying things outside the door rushed over
and saw Logan Fu fainted on the ground, all his expressions changed.

“Master!”

“Master, what’s wrong with you?”

Seeing a few men panicking, they turned around in a hurry like headless flies.

Zoey Gu spoke in time.

“Don’t make a noise. Take him to the bed first, and ask the doctor to come by himself.
He just has a fever and there is no major problem.”

The doctor came over quickly, took Logan Fu’s temperature, performed a basic physical
examination, and finally got up and said.

“The wind-cold attack is serious, and the inflammation in the body has not disappeared.
If the high fever persists, it may develop into pneumonia. I will prescribe medicine for
him and take care of him.”

After the doctor finished speaking, Zoey Gu who was standing by the bed was taken
aback.

Logan Fu, whom she knew, was able to recover on his own even if he was hit by a
vegetative accident. Why is it just going out to sea?

The doctor quickly put an IV on Logan Fu and prescribed the medicine again.

Zoey Gu stood quietly for a while, obviously feeling that Logan Fu’s expression
improved, and stood up and talked to his men.

“My father is still waiting for me at home. Take care of him.”

As a result, as soon as the voice fell, a subordinate snorted immediately.

“Sure enough, she is a low-hearted woman.”

Zoey Gu paused, frowning and looking at it subconsciously.



“what did you say?”

The other party immediately raised his chest and said, “You heard it right, you are the
one who said the unjustified!”

“We, Shao Fu, although we have gone through countless places, we have been most
afraid of sea water since we were young. As long as we take a boat, we must have a
serious reaction. This high fever is the best proof.”

“But after he heard about your father, he rushed over from the sea as soon as possible,
not only to settle your father, but also to save you.”

“Anyone of us can see that our young master is special to you, but I didn’t expect you to
be a wolf-hearted. He is like this. Are you embarrassed to leave?”

Zoey Gu stood there quietly, not knowing what it was like in her heart.

After a long while, she sighed helplessly, turned and walked back.

“Come with a basin of water, I will stay and take care of him.”

Berven City.

Just after dawn, Shiyue hurriedly entered the garden from the outside and was shocked
to see Liam Lu still sitting motionless in the living room.

“Liam, if you consume your body like this, I’m afraid your own body will collapse first
when you find Miss Gu.”

Liam Lu didn’t answer, he got up slightly and sat up straight, pinching his brows and
raising his head to look at Shiyue.

“Is there any news?”

“No.” Shiyue became more embarrassed.

After a pause, he added in time.

“But in the past two days, the people on the old lady’s side have begun to move. A group
of people are moving on the sea not far from the south, and a group of people are
observing Lu Shao you…”

Hearing this, Liam Lu raised his eyes sharply.

Shiyue spoke vaguely, but someone who was extremely tacitly understood what he
meant in an instant.

Liam Lu’s eyes lit up, and in an instant he was suddenly filled with endless coldness.



After a long while, Liam Lu laughed.

Before speaking, there was a slight footstep on the stairs.

Du Lanfu did not know when she left Alina Yin’s bedroom and was standing quietly on
the stairs.
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